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Love Slave For Two Ebook Tymber Dalton, but stop up in harmful
downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good ebook in the same way as a cup of
coffee in the afternoon, instead they juggled taking into
consideration some harmful virus inside their computer. Love
Slave For Two Ebook Tymber Dalton is genial in our digital
library an online right of entry to it is set as public therefore you
can download it instantly. Our digital library saves in combined
countries, allowing you to get the most less latency time to
download any of our books considering this one. Merely said, the
Love Slave For Two Ebook Tymber Dalton is universally
compatible subsequent to any devices to read.

Domme by Default Jul 26 2022 [Siren Classic: Erotic Consensual
BDSM Romance, pegging, sex toys, HEA] Kinky never looked so
normal. When a wife is faced with the question of what she is
willing to do for love, her answer iseanything. She sets aside her
own inhibitions to fulfill her husband's wildest fantasies. But at
what cost to her peace of mind? What do you do when you've
been appointed your husband's Domme by Default? Warning: This
story includes erotic M/F BDSM sex and related activities
including anal play/sex/toys, a home improvementÐchallenged
husband, a snarky, sarcastic wife, and the portrayal of a kinder,
gentler side of BDSM. Note: This book was previously published
with another publisher. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Rhymes with Orange [Suncoast Society] May 24 2022 [Siren
Sensations: Erotic Consensual BDSM Menage a Quatre Romance,
M/M/M/F, with M/M, sex toys, HEA] Following a career-ending
accident, Danielle needs a fresh start. Despite crippling anxiety
and OCD, she's determined to rebuild her life and isn't looking for
a new relationship. Or a new Dom. Coop being Hunter's Master is
a little unconventional. Hunter is gay...and has a boyfriend,
Todd.
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And Coop is straight. They're friends first, but BDSM helps
Hunter keep his anxiety at bay. Since Hunter's deep in the closet
with his family, he can only be his authentic self around Todd and
Coop. When Coop's relationship with Hunter--and Todd--gets
more complicated, he rolls with it. Then Coop meets Danielle.
Suddenly, Coop has to play Todd's boyfriend for Hunter's family.
If Dani can't pull off the role of a lifetime pretending to be
Hunter's fiancee, it could mean disaster for him. Unfortunately,
Dani's health takes a dive. When Hunter steps in and steps up,
will the two successfully go from being co-owned pets to far more
than either ever expected? ** A Siren Erotic Romance Tymber
Dalton is a Siren-exclusive author.
Love Under Two Strong Men [The Lusty, Texas Collection] Nov 25
2019 [Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Cowboy Menage a Trois
Romance, M/M/F, sex toys] Tracy has been in love with Jordan
Kendall forever. When Jordan gets together with Peter Alvarez,
she couldn’t be happier. She fell in love with the handsome Fed at
first sight, and she knows the sparks are there for all three of
them. But while Peter seems receptive, Jordan still thinks of her
as a kid. So Tracy takes the biggest gamble of her life. When it
works, she’s thrilled. Until she realizes that Jordan can’t trust that
they’re forever—and that Peter is keeping a secret. Jordan has
never been able to completely relax in his own skin. He wants to
believe Tracy and Peter can be his for a lifetime, but his own selfdoubt keeps getting in the way. Then he learns that Peter’s got a
price on his head, and Jordan knows he’ll do anything he has to
do to protect the man, and the woman, he loves. ** A Siren Erotic
Romance
The Care of Books Sep 23 2019
The Reluctant Dom Aug 27 2022 Kaden's dying, but before he
goes he has one problem to solve. He must ask his dearest friend,
Seth, to take over as Dom and Master to his wife, Leah. Seth has
seen himself as the perpetual screwup and Kaden as the strong
one. He knows there's no way he can refuse Kaden this.Online
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finds himself immersed in a role he's far from comfortable with -inflicting physical pain to provide emotional comfort to the
woman he's secretly loved for years. Can he deal with his
crushing grief over the impending loss of his oldest friend and
still learn the skills he must master in time to become The
Reluctant Dom? Note: This book was previously published with
another publisher. ** A Siren Erotic Romance (amazon.com).
A Lovely Shade of Ouch [Suncoast Society] Jun 13 2021 [Siren
Sensations: Erotic Consensual BDSM Romance, caning, sex toys,
HEA] Abbey Rockland's life goes from bad to worse when she
learns she needs back surgery the same day her long-term
boyfriend dumps her, making her homeless. She can barely get
around, much less move. Her friends express their concerns when
she accepts Gilo's offer to let her and her beloved pet tortoise,
George, move in with him. John Gilomen admits focusing on
Abbey is a way to avoid dealing with his grief over his best
friend's death, but Abbey's a nice woman. His unrepentant SAM
act at the BDSM club isn't the real him, just a way to blow off
stress. He's always held feelings for Abbey, and he won't screw
up his chance to finally show her. But when life-threatening
complications arise, John steps in and takes charge. Now Abbey
has to decide what's more important - what everyone else thinks,
or what her heart tells her about the man whose Dominant side
only she has seen. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Triple Trouble Dec 27 2019 Trouble comes in threes: "Aindreas,
Brodey, and Cailean Lyall aren't just triplets -- they're Alpha
shape-shifters running a Florida cattle ranch. They've never found
their One, the woman destined to be their mate. Until the day of
the Arcadia Highland Games, when both Brodey and Cailean lock
onto Her scent. Brodey shifts and gives chase, then goes home
with Elain and confirms she is their One. When Prime Alpha
Aindreas mistakenly thinks Elain's already taken and refuses to
use force to claim and mark her, Brodey and Cailean must resort
to trickery to learn the truth about the wedding ring Elain
wears
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and work to convince her that triple trouble could very easily put
her into seventh heaven in their arms."--Publisher description.
Accidentally on Porpoise [Placida Pod 1] Apr 23 2022 [Siren
Everlasting Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal
Romance, M/M, shape-shifters, sex toys, HEA] Sean Morita and
Emery Nadel are about to find out that sometimes true love is
more than a lucky fluke when you meet Accidentally on Porpoise.
Sean didn't expect to run into—and nearly over—Mr. Right while
out in his boat. He's thankful the naked hunk isn't badly hurt.
He's even more thankful the naked hunk wants to go home with
him. Although when Mr. Right claims to be a dolphin, Sean
wonders how hard he got hit in the head. If Emery hadn't been so
busy chasing another tail—literally—he wouldn't have done
something so stupid as running straight into the path of a boat.
Lucky for him that Sean, the boat's owner, is even hunkier than
the piece of dolphin tail he'd been chasing. Unfortunately,
Emery's pod thinks he should stick to his own kind. There are
those who would try to hurt Sean if Emery won't let him go. Can
Emery protect the man he loves? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
More Than Make-Believe Sep 28 2022 [Siren Allure ManLove:
Erotic Alternative Romance, M/M, menage elements not involving
the heroes, sex toys, HEA] When you fall for a fantasy, how do
you know it's more than make-believe? Travis Collins, a straight
college student, finds himself in a financial bind. He'll do anything
legal, including going gay for pay and spending a weekend as
"Craig Rocke," with gay porn star Marston Cougar. Marston tells
him to remember it's all fantasy for the camera even though it
feels like more. Gary Carmeletti, also known as Marston Cougar,
has a respectable day job. He started out making gay porn to pay
for college. After getting his heart broken, he has a no-dating
rule. Now paired with "virgin" Craig, he finds it hard to keep it
make-believe when he's losing his heart. Gary's niece needs
surgery, and he almost has enough money to quit for good. But
now that he feels a true connection with his fantasy costar,
will
he
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be able to find a happily ever after when he feels it's more than
make-believe? NOTE: This book was previously published with
another publisher. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Acquainted With the Night Jun 20 2019 I hated the military...and
now I'm an alien's pet! I hated the Terran military. I didn't
volunteer, either. Like so many others, I was drafted as cannon
fodder in the senseless Terran war against the Algonquans. Not
like I had much of a future ahead of me, though, without a rich
family to pave my way or even pay for me to have a wife. Now, my
entire ship's been captured. If what we've been told about the
alien race is true, I'll never be seen again. I hope they don't eat
me. Turns out the truth is far different than we were led to
believe. The Algonquans aren't vicious, insectoid monsters,
either. We're now their pampered pets...and they're using us to
help replenish their population to win the war. You know, maybe
this isn't the worst life after all. This standalone MMMM, sci-fi
romance features humans as aliens' pets (and more), m-preg, a
touch of power exchange, and...interesting alien tech. This book
was previously published under my Tymber Dalton pen name. It
has been revised and expanded for re-release.
Learn to Timber Frame Mar 30 2020 The first guide to timber
framing written specifically for beginners! Expert Will Beemer
takes you through the entire process from start to finish,
beginning with timber sourcing and ending with a finished
building. Using full-color photos, detailed drawings, and clear
step-by-step instructions, Beemer shows you exactly how to build
one small (12ʹ x 16ʹ) timber-frame structure — suitable for use as
a cabin, workshop, or studio. He also explains how to modify the
structure to suit your needs and location by adding a loft, moving
doors or windows, changing the roof pitch, or making the frame
larger or smaller. You’ll end up with a beautiful building as well
as solid timber-framing skills that you can use for a lifetime.
Incisive (Inequitable Trilogy 3) Nov 06 2020 They're the
toughest decision he'll ever make. Elliot Woodley has dreamed
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about being president ever since he was a kid. He's spent his
entire life working toward that goal, even though it's meant living
in the deepest and darkest of closets to do so. Except Leo saw
through him. Elliot knows he should let the man go… Yet he can't.
He also knows Leo's deliberately baiting him with Jordan. Leo
insists they can have it all. Jordan doesn't seem to grasp how
badly things can go if their secret escapes. Elliot can't stand the
thought of the two of them walking off into the sunset together
and leaving him behind. But can he find the courage to ask them
to stay? Inequitable Trilogy book 3. This MMM contemporary
political romance features elements of power exchange, secret
workplace romances, a pants-dropping late-night tryst in the Oval
Office, a switchy and possessive POTUS, close proximity,
frenemies to lovers, a May/Dec age gap, a stubbornly patient
Secret Service agent who'd do anything for the men he loves, a
wounded veteran, smol and tall pairing, pining, and a guaranteed
series HEA. It's a standalone trilogy set in the world of the
Governor Trilogy.
Trouble in Big Timber & Twelve-Gauge Guardian Aug 15 2021
When Ford Cardwell returns to Cardwell Ranch, his ability to
decipher the truth will be tested. Plus a bonus story! Trouble in
Big Timber Ford Cardwell is shocked when his old flame calls him
out of the blue--and even more so when he hears a gunshot. But
when he accidentally loops in medical examiner Henrietta "Hitch"
Rogers, she makes him wonder if he was set up to believe the
woman was a victim. Together, they'll need to discover the truth,
but looking into the case will put them in the sights of a killer.
Twelve-Gauge Guardian Journalist Raine Chandler is on the run
from a killer, but her luck will change once she meets cowboy P.I.
Cordell Winchester. In town on family business, he can't resist the
urge to help her solve an abduction case long gone cold. When
another girl goes missing, the stakes are raised, and the pair will
have to do whatever it takes to find the children before time runs
out.
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Timber in the City Jul 14 2021 As synthetic materials and mutant
and hybrid concoctions attain prominence in our daily lives—in
our handheld devices, cooking utensils, vehicles, even things as
simple as our shopping bags—the design and construction
industries have instead re-embraced the familiar, the
conventional—wood, which has regained prominence through
innovations in engineering and construction methodologies.
Technology is now commonly used—and often (though not
always) affordably used—to cut, perforate, assemble, erect, and
even fabricate materials in a manner not previously possible.
Wood is one such material, and Timber in the City documents
both the imaginings of those in the nascence of their education
and practice and the executed work of design professionals at the
leading edge of architecture. These designers, regardless of the
duration of their immersion in the field, have imaginatively
rethought the means by which we build and the methods by
which we define space merely through differing deployments of a
familiar building material.
Searching for a Heart [suncoast Society] (Siren Publishing
Sensations) Nov 18 2021 Searching for a Heart [Siren Sensations:
Contemporary Consensual BDSM Romance, MF, transgender
heroine, HEA] Maddison has a great job working in paradise. All
she's lacking is someone to share her life with. Except right now,
she doesn't really have time for romance...or so she tells herself.
Until one phone call changes everything. Now she's unemployed
and living in her bestie's spare bedroom. Milo's escaped a
loveless marriage to a cheating wife and wants to soak up every
ounce of knowledge about BDSM that he can absorb from his
friends. Oh, and buy new furniture, since he doesn't have any.
He'll probably never get married again. He doesn't anticipate
falling in love, but then again, he's never met anyone like
Maddison before. With the Frightful Five's blessings, Maddison
finds herself drawn to the hunky, heartbroken guy, and things
quickly heat up between them. But a rope scene isn't a romance.
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When Maddison ends up fighting for her life, will Milo prove to
her he's her forever guy and the heart she's always searched for?
Dead Moon Rising [The American Heroes Collection: South
Dakota 1] Apr 11 2021 [Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic
Paranormal Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F] Sarah’s moving
from Seattle to Miami when a cranky car and a terrifying brush
with a serial killer leave her stranded in the middle of the dark
and desolate South Dakota plains. Captain Plato Delaney of the
South Dakota Highway Patrol is on the killer’s trail, and Sarah is
the only living witness. With limited funds and nowhere to go, Del
invites her to stay with him and his lover, John Riley, himself a
retired Trooper. It’s not long before the killer is on Sarah’s
trail...and she’s in Del and John’s bed. Now the men have to
protect Sarah against a killer who stays one step ahead of the
law. But Sarah’s flashes of intuition prove to be stronger than any
of them thought, and her conversations with the ghost of a little
boy murdered decades earlier might be the key to saving them all
from another Dead Moon Rising. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Love Slave for Two Apr 30 2020 [Menage Amour 71: Erotic
Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F with M/M, M/F, sex toys, light
BDSM, Master/slave role playing] Nevvie spent her early life
feeling unloved and rejected. Then she met Tyler and Thomas and
her scorchingly hot fairytale dream's come true. They have a
perfect life and a beautiful son. While their family isn't traditional,
she's more than happy with her two hunky, sexy husbands and
their relationship. Unfortunately, a betrayal from where Nevvie
least expects it knocks their world on its ear. Barely recovering
from that, one horrible morning and an unimaginable double
tragedy threatens to take her men and destroy all she loves.
Struggling to keep things together, Nevvie must forge ahead and
draw strength from her unusual adopted circle of friends and
family to save her men and preserve the life she loves. With
Thomas and Tyler's lives on the line, can Nevvie find the will to
keep going and bring her husbands safely home? Because
to Library
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Nevvie, family is the only thing that matters. ** A Siren Erotic
Romance
Heraldry for Craftsmen & Designers Jul 22 2019
Love Slave for Two [Love Slave for Two 1] Oct 29 2022 [Menage
Amour: Erotic Contemporary Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F,
M/M, Consensual BDSM] Nevvie Barton has never truly felt loved
or like she belonged anywhere—ever. Abandoned by her adopted
family and trapped in an abusive relationship, she takes a job with
Tyler Paulson and Thomas Kinsey as their cleaning girl. Nevvie
knows her fantasies about "the boys" will always be just that—the
two handsome men are devoted, loving life-partners. Then Tyler
and Thomas fall in love with Nevvie and hatch a secret plan to
seduce her and make her their permanent third. For the first time
in her life, she feels attractive and wanted. When they ask her to
move in and be their personal assistant, Nevvie jumps at the
chance. Her planned escape doesn't go without a hitch, and the
boys must rescue her from a brutal man who would rather kill her
than let her go. Can Tyler and Thomas heal Nevvie's wounded
body and soul and prove to her that she really is their dream
come true? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Love Slave for Two Aug 23 2019 [Menage Amour: Erotic
Alternative Menage a Trois Romance, Contemporary, MayDecember, BDSM, Public Exhibition, M/M, M/M/M, with
M/M/M/F] Tyler Paulson came to America with a scholarship and
a dream of becoming a writer. With an unsupportive mother and a
father who abandoned him, he makes close friends and tries to
build a new life for himself in his adopted country. Unfortunately,
a series of heartbreaking betrayals makes him doubt not only
truths he once held about himself, but shatters his trust in others.
Thomas Kinsey wants to carry on his father's legacy and become
an architect. His family and upbringing couldn't be more different
than Tyler's, but he hides a secret he's afraid to admit for fear of
testing his strong family bonds. Thomas knows Tyler is the man
he wants to spend the rest of his life with...if he can convince
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Tyler to forget the ghosts in his past and have faith in their future
together. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Safe Harbor Mar 22 2022 [Menage Amour: Erotic Menage a Trois
Romance, M/M/F, Contemporary, BDSM, Public Exhibition]
Clarisse seeks refuge from her abusive ex-boyfriend on the Dilly
Dally, her uncle's old fishing trawler in Tarpon Springs, Florida.
She doesn't expect to find Mac and Sully, the Dilly's sexy new
owners, on board making love. They're at first startled by her
appearance, then outraged by the injuries her ex inflicted. They
insist she stay with them, and with nowhere else to go, Clarisse
agrees. Both men find themselves falling for Clarisse, but she
can't bring herself to completely trust Sully, a former cop, like her
ex. She's shocked to discover the men aren't just lovers either,
but full-time Master and slave in a BDSM relationship. As she
learns more about their history and lifestyle, she uncovers her
own hidden desires. When danger from her past returns, can
Sully and Mac provide Clarisse a Safe Harbor? ** A Siren Erotic
Romance
Acquainted with the Night Mar 10 2021 [Menage Amour
ManLove: Erotic Sci-Fi Alternative Menage a Quatre Romance,
M/M/M/M, with Multiple Partners, Public Exhibition, sex toys]
Dale despised the Terran military. He was drafted, not a
volunteer. He never expected to get captured by the Algonquans
and sold as a breeder pet, either. He only prays his new owner is
kind and doesn't eat him. Then he meets fellow pet, Mark, who
informs him getting captured was the luckiest day of their lives.
Mark also hated the military and now spends his days in a life of
sexual leisure, enjoying poetry and totally at peace with his fate.
Dale settles in and finds not only does he enjoy this life, he loves
Mark, too. Despite tragedy striking too close to home in their
protected world, they find room to love their Master's newest
pets, Cooper and Nate. When the war ends and the Terran pets
are granted their freedom, the men are faced with a choice:
return, or stay with the owner they've grown to love? **Online
A Siren
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Erotic Romance
Dual Porpoise [Placida Pod 5] Dec 19 2021 [Siren Everlasting
Classic: Erotic Interracial Paranormal Romance, shape-shifters,
HEA] Wyatt Belaforte's an expat gator shifter from Louisiana. He
considers southwest Florida home and the Placida Pod his
adopted family. That's why he doesn't hesitate to help them out of
a jam. He never expected to find a mate in the process. Especially
a dolphin shifter mate. Marisela Esparza's brother was evil.
Fortunately, the Placida Pod doesn't hold his misdeeds against
her, since she was another of his victims. And she doesn't care
about Wyatt being a gator shifter. All she knows is that he's her
mate and she feels safe in his arms. But heading to Louisiana for
the holidays to meet Wyatt's family stirs up a whole mess of
trouble in the bayou. Wyatt's technically in line to take over the
congregation, but his uncle has other ideas. And with Wyatt's
little sister now missing, Marisela is determined to help her mate
save his family from the ancient evil trying to infiltrate the
alligator congregation's home territory. ** A Siren Erotic
Romance Tymber Dalton is a Siren-exclusive author.
Building the Timber Frame House Jan 20 2022 For centuries,
post-and-beam construction has proved to be one of the most
durable building techniques. It is being enthusiastically revived
today not only for its sturdiness but because it can be easily
insulated, it is attractive, and it offers the builder the unique
satisfaction of working with timbers. Building the Timber Frame
House is the most comprehensive manual available on the
technique. In it you will find a short history, of timber framing
and a fully illustrated discussion of the different kinds of joinery,
assembly of timbers, and raising of the frame. There are also
detailed sections on present-day design and materials, house
plans, site development, foundation laying, insulation, tools, and
methods.
Cardinal's Rule Jun 25 2022 [Menage and More: Erotic
Consensual Heavy BDSM Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F
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M/M elements, voyeurism, spanking, whipping, caning, sex toys,
HEA] Tilly Cardinal's world imploded when her Master, Cris,
disappeared with no explanation other than a short, cryptic note
releasing her as his slave. Five years later, she's Mistress
Cardinal, a vicious, successful pro Domme charging big bucks to
dish out whatever abuse men will pay to take. Materially, she
wants for nothing. Privately, she's never felt more alone. In walks
Landry LaCroux, a handsome, rich man with a proposition-he
wants Tilly to train his slave. Landry holds the key to Tilly's past,
and her future. She's shocked to discover Landry's slave is her
former Master, Cris. Landry has a secret-he has cancer and wants
to make Tilly a deal. Marry him and help him through his
recovery, and he'll pay her handsomely for it. Love wasn't
supposed to be part of the bargain, but can the three of them find
healing and a lasting happiness under Cardinal's Rule? Note: This
book was previously published with another publisher. ** A Siren
Erotic Romance
Love Slave for Two: Retribution [love Slave for Two 6] (Siren
Publishing Menage Everlasting) Feb 21 2022 [Siren Menage
Everlasting: Erotic Contemporary Consensual Light BDSM
Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F with M/M elements, HEA] In the
immediate aftermath of storms literal and metaphorical, Nevvie in
particular has drawn the focus of law enforcement. She's their
prime suspect, and it doesn't matter the victim was a proven
psycho--murder is murder. Tom and Tyler know not only is Nevvie
innocent, no one in their inner circle could or would have
committed the murder, no matter how justified it might have
been. The problem is proving it. Add to that the fact that whoever
pulled the trigger now appears to be stalking them. With
everyone close to them under suspicion, the trouble is weeding
through the facts to uncover the truth. Especially when Andrew
goes rogue and falsely confesses in an attempt to muddy the
waters and protect their family. Except...the reality is even more
shocking, and the stalker closer, than any of them expected.
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Nevvie's life hangs in the balance, can they expose the dark and
complicated truth before it's too late? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Two Years Before the Mast Oct 05 2020 Tracing an aweinspiring oceanic route from Boston, around Cape Horn, to the
California coast, Two Years Before the Mast is both a riveting
story of adventure and the most eloquent, insightful account we
have of life at sea in the early nineteenth century. Richard Henry
Dana is only nineteen when he abandons the patrician world of
Boston and Harvard for an arduous voyage among real sailors,
amid genuine danger. The result is an astonishing read, replete
with vivid descriptions of storms, whales, and the ship's mad
captain, terrible hardship and magical beauty, and fascinating
historical detail, including an intriguing portrait of California
before the gold rush. As D. H. Lawrence proclaimed, "Dana's
small book is a very great book."
Trouble Comes in Threes [Triple Trouble 1] Oct 17 2021 [Menage
Amour: Erotic Paranormal Menage a Quatre Romance, F/M/M/M,
Shape-shifters] Elain Pardie worked hard to become a TV news
reporter. When a huge, black wolf-like dog with green eyes jumps
into her news van, Elain has no idea her life will drastically
change. Aindreas, Brodey, and Cailean Lyall aren't just
triplets—they're Alpha shape-shifters running a Florida cattle
ranch. They've never found their One, the woman destined to be
their mate. Until the day of the Arcadia Highland Games, when
both Brodey and Cailean lock onto Her scent. Brodey shifts and
gives chase, then goes home with Elain and confirms she is their
One. When Prime Alpha Aindreas mistakenly thinks Elain's
already taken and refuses to use force to claim and mark her,
Brodey and Cailean must resort to trickery to learn the truth
about the wedding ring Elain wears and work to convince her that
triple trouble could very easily put her into seventh heaven in
their arms. Note: There is no sexual relationship or touching for
titillation between or among siblings. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
New English Canaan of Thomas Morton Sep 16 2021Online Library
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Bleacke's Geek (Bleacke Shifters 1) Sep 04 2020
Jailmates (Maxim Colonies 1) Feb 09 2021 (Maxim Colonies book
1) This wasn't in the contract. Simon Quigley had no idea what to
expect when he agreed to do this for the money, but the eightfoot-tall pink alien isn't what he was expecting. For starters,
Simon's straight. And Mohrn isn't a girl. The contract? It's
unbreakable. It's going to be a long five years... [sci-fi/space
opera romance, M/NB, human/alien pairing, m-preg, aliens that
look like aliens, HEA]
Fire and Ice Jan 28 2020 [Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic
Paranormal Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, M/M elements not
involving the heroes, dragons, werewolves, consensual BDSM,
whipping, spanking, HEA] Lina thought surviving her Yellowstone
vacation was hairy. She doesn't even have time to enjoy her newly
discovered powers with her two hunky dragons before they and
Brodey Lyall's wolf pack must band together again to find out
who's responsible for grisly dragon murders. As Lina finds out
how deeply their tragic past is entwined with the present, new
allies join their quest to hunt down the killer before he can strike
again. But the more Lina learns about the past, the more
questions she has. In their transcontinental journey for justice
against the vengeful and psychopathic cockatrice, Lina and her
ever-expanding adopted clan have to rely not just on her random
and unreliable incendiary powers, but on the skills and memory of
a sadomasochistic immortal. The future happiness of the Lyall
brothers depends on it, as do all their lives. And she doesn't even
have a Goddess 101 handbook. Note: There is no sexual
relationship or touching for titillation between or among siblings.
Note: This book ends on a cliffhanger and the story continues in
the Triple Trouble series. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
The Writer's Compass Jul 02 2020 Map out your idea and finish
your story in 7 stages! This book will show writers how to develop
their ideas into a finished novel by working through it in 7 stages,
while learning how to mapping out their story's progressOnline
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structure so they can evaluate and improve their work. It teaches
writers to visualize their story's progress with a story map that
helps them see all the different components of their story, where
these components are going, and, perhaps most importantly,
what's missing. The book simplifies Aristotle's elements of good
writing (a.k.a. that each story should have a beginning, a middle
and an end) into easily applicable concepts that will help writers
improve their craft. The author helps readers strengthen their
work by teaching them how to focus on one aspect of their story
at a time, including forming stories and developing ideas, building
strong structures, creating vibrant characters, and structuring
scenes and transitions. Thought-provoking questions help writers
more objectively assess their story's strengths and weaknesses so
they may write the story they want to tell.
America's Snake Dec 07 2020 The acclaimed naturalist offers an
in-depth profile of the timber rattlesnake, from its unique
biological adaptations to its role in American history. The
ominous rattle of the timber rattlesnake is one of the most
famous—and terrifying—sounds in nature. Today, they are found
in thirty-one states and many major cities. Yet most Americans
have never seen a timber rattler, and only know them from
movies or our frightened imaginations. Ted Levin aims to change
that with America’s Snake. This portrait of the timber rattler
explores its significance in American frontier history, and sheds
light on the heroic efforts to protect the species against habitat
loss, climate change, and the human tendency to kill what we
fear. Taking us from labs where the secrets of the snake’s
evolutionary adaptations are being unlocked to far-flung habitats
that are protected by dedicated herpetologists, Levin paints a
picture of a fascinating creature: peaceable, social, long-lived,
and, despite our phobias, not inclined to bite. The timber rattler
emerges here as an emblem of America, but also of the struggles
involved in protecting the natural world. A wonderful mix of
natural history, travel writing, and exemplary journalism,
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America’s Snake is loaded with remarkable characters—none
more so than the snake itself: frightening, fascinating, and
unforgettable. A CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title Awardwinner
Borderline [Suncoast Society] Jan 08 2021 [Siren Sensations:
Erotic Contemporary Consensual BDSM Menage a Quatre
Romance, M/M/M/F with elements of M/M and M/F, HEA] Bob
discovered the joys of serving a dominant woman in college.
Later, he felt adrift and alone, until he started seeing Mistress
Cardinal. For three years, he faithfully followed her rules, secretly
in love with her, thinking he'd never be more than her client.
Until the day he realized he was more, and Tilly opened a little of
her heart to him. Happiness had literally been within his grasp,
until Tilly's ex, Cris, and his Master, Landry, entered her life and
swept her away. Despite the pain, Bob still loved her, and jumped
at any chance to play or serve her. Even submitting to Landry, the
man who became her husband. But what happens when a tricky
sadist has a sneaky plan of his own? What happens when Bob has
a chance to cross that borderline from plaything to pet? Can he
accept Landry's terms, or will he have to walk away from the only
woman he's ever really loved? Note: This book contains double
penetration. ** A Siren Erotic Romance Tymber Dalton is a Sirenexclusive author.
The Mathematicall Praeface to Elements of Geometrie of
Euclid of Megara Aug 03 2020 Reproduction of the original: The
Mathematicall Praeface to Elements of Geometrie of Euclid of
Megara by John Dee
Monkey Business [Drunk Monkeys 1] Feb 27 2020 [Siren
Menage Everlasting: Erotic Futuristic Sci-Fi Menage a Trois
Romance, M/F/M, HEA] When you absolutely, positively have a
world to save, you need to call in...the Drunk Monkeys. Celia
Jorgens is a reporter from Chicago. Traveling to Australia, she's
chasing the story of a lifetime--and a scientist she thinks might
have answers to stop the deadly Kite virus that's ravaging
theLibrary
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globe. Tango and Doc are part of the Drunk Monkeys elite special
ops unit. They've been given a mission, to bring in the scientist
and use the reporter to find him. Unfortunately, it turns out
shadow factions want them to fail, and the men no longer know
who they can trust. As passions flare between Celia and her two
hunky military men, they all find themselves in a race to escape
Australia before the borders close and their enemies find them.
Now, it's up to Celia and the Drunk Monkeys to go off-the-grid
and commit a little monkey business of their own before time runs
out for the human race. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Family Matters Jun 01 2020 Set in Bombay in the mid-1990s,
Family Matters tells a story of familial love and obligation, of
personal and political corruption, of the demands of tradition and
the possibilities for compassion. Nariman Vakeel, the patriarch of
a small discordant family, is beset by Parkinson’s and haunted by
memories of his past. He lives with his two middle-aged
stepchildren, Coomy, bitter and domineering, and her brother,
Jal, mild-mannered and acquiescent. But the burden of the illness
worsens the already strained family relationships. Soon, their
sweet-tempered half-sister, Roxana, is forced to assume sole
responsibility for her bedridden father. And Roxana’s husband,
besieged by financial worries, devises a scheme of deception
involving his eccentric employer at a sporting goods store, setting
in motion a series of events that leads to the narrative’s moving
outcome. Family Matters has all the richness, the gentle humour,
and the narrative sweep that have earned Mistry the highest of
accolades around the world.
The Generall Historie of Virginia, New England & the
Summer Isles Oct 25 2019
Yes, Governor: A Governor Trilogy Novella (Governor Trilogy 4)
May 12 2021 Can his wily political pets outsmart the Master? As
chief of staff to the governor of Florida, Carter has a welldeserved rep as a bastard extraordinaire. But when he's dealing
with two governors for the price of one on Christmas Eve,
will
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Master find himself outmatched and outmaneuvered by his wily
political pets? Book 4 of the Governor Trilogy. This MMF
contemporary political romance novella features friends to lovers,
GFY, a secret workplace romance with high political stakes,
power exchange, wounded heroes, a cinnamon roll hero, an Alpha
hero who will kill to protect his loved ones, and a guaranteed
HEA.
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